I. HEISENBERG UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE
In Heisenberg uncertainty principle (in one dimension) value of psi  is considers as 
From above equations we can see that position and momentum do not compute, hence it was concluded that position x and momentum p, cannot be known simultaneously. Werner Heisenberg stated that the more precisely the position of some particle is determined, the less precisely its momentum can be known, and vice versa [1] .
So to remove uncertainty one would have to prove that position and momentum compute. From paper Fine structure decoded [2] , the space coordinates in 3 dimensions can be expressed as (x, y, z). For simplicity, imagine an entity in one dimensional world just as shown in diagram below. Now we can say that entity is in one dimension but it's in complex plane. The space coordinates can now be expressed in real and imaginary number{ , } 
II. COMPLEX SPACE COORDINATES
From above Fig. 1-Fig. 3 x ix    . Where  is the distance measured from the observer in complex plane (see Fig. 4 ). 
which is to say that, roughly, f is functionally independent from the complex conjugate of z.
From above equation we can say that
V. SINGLE SLIT EXPLAINED When a monochromatic light is incident on a slit geometric optics predicts we will get a slit kind of image at the other side of the image as show in Fig. 5 . But actually it's not true actual picture is as shown below. When the slit window is comparable to incident photon wavelength we get above output. This phenomenon was explained with help of Heisenberg uncertainty principle, by stating that photon exact momentum and position cannot be found precisely simultaneously. But with help of complex plane this phenomenon can be explained too. If you see Fig. 7 , From Eq. (5) we can say that if we consider element in complex plane we can say there is no uncertainty in physics, as we have taken momentum operator and position to complex plane. From Eq. (1) 
If you imagine photon travelling in x direction real plane and vibrating in complex plane say in y axis. we consider the Ψ exit has the imaginary component x i at the exit, we can say there is momentum component in imaginary plane at the end of the barrier. So we should consider this complex plane momentum because it adds additional energy to particle. Hence we can safely say that when complex energy of the particle is greater than the barrier potential the particle escape.
There is a probabilistic nature here because not all wave of particle will enter is same phase.
Similarly we can explain all phenomenon's in quantum mechanics which were explained with help of Heisenberg uncertainty principle with help of complex plane.
